NOTE: This Section 7 with the word "NOISE" added to the label will be introduced as from 1st January 1991 and replace the previous Section 7.

7.0 LABEL FORMAT

7.1 Grass Cutting Machines

The Sound Level (LpA) of a machine shall be displayed on a label with the dimensions 30mm x 35mm.

Format, lettering and numbering size shall, as far as practicable be identical with the relative scale of the format, lettering number size given in the following sample.

The label shall have a permanent clearly visible black legend on a silver grey background.
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Label dimensions (for Grass Cutting Machines)

- Large Numbers: AVANT GARDE GOTHIC BOLD (make sure zero is circular)
- NOISE & dBA: AVANT GARDE GOTHIC BOOK (slightly lighter than medium)
  - use the slanted version of A.
- Make sure all letters and numbers spacing is tight.